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Abstract:

Performance of any F/H system is heavily dependent on the performance of the system
operators. Sadly, this topic often receives little attention until incidents occur.

Darlington has taken a proactive approach designed to reach and maintain excellent
operator performance.

Expectations and Standards are generated and published. A detailed, goal oriented,
auditable training program which includes hands on training modules ensures operators
reach the standards before qualifications are granted. Refresher courses maintain current
skills. A depersonalized, computerized reporting system ensures training and standards are
updated to match current situations.

F/H System at DNGD

The Fuel Handling system at DNGD can
be viewed as a special purpose robotic
manipulator encased in a pressure vessel.
The pressure vessel forms an extension of
a reactor Primary Heat Transport System
during fueling operations. Fuel Handling
routinely passes fuel through containment
boundaries, and handles irradiated fuel
bundles, each one of which can contain
active elements several orders of
magnitudes greater than allowable
releases to the public.

The fuel handling system at Darlington
has three trolley systems and two Fueling
Facility Auxiliary Areas (FFAA's). The
three trolley systems run in a common
duct under the four units to visit either a
unit that needs fueling, or to an FFAA to
load new fuel or discharge irradiated fuel.

A trolley consists of two half trolleys, and
its associated FFAA. Each trolley half has
a fueling machine, and a set of auxiliaries
that provide D2O and air at appropriate
pressures and temperatures as is required
during the fueling process.

Control System

The operational computers scan and
operate about 5000 I/O points and
operate 4 work stations per trolley half.
The main workstations have a CRT and
two keyboards for operator interaction.

The computer controls the system in real
time. Operators insert high level
commands called 'jobs' which define for
example, the number of bundles to be
pushed in a reactor channel.

Operator Interaction with F/H

The man machine interface puts
operator in the loop in three ways:

the

1) Command - The control system
requires operators to initiate fueling runs.
Following initiation, operators monitor
the system to have a clear view of the
status and to be able to act appropriately
in an event.

2) Monitor - Sensor display data tell the
operator the status of the system, and
allows him to take effective action to
maintain control during an event.
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3) Log - The system logs all auto and
manual operation. Operators manually log
fueling operations and problems. This
provides an opportunity to review
operator and machine performance at a
later date if required.

Field Work

The Fuel Handling system requires
extensive field support. New Fuel Bundles
must be loaded into the New Fuel (NF)
mechanism, and their serial numbers must
be entered into the bundle tracking
system. When fuel comes out of the
reactor, storage modules must be loaded
onto the Irradiated Fuel Discharge
Mechanism (IFDM), and must be moved
for final storage when full.

Any special work requires the loading of
special equipment or components.
Discrepancies between the expected and
actual components in the FM can have
drastic consequences at the unit.

Previous Training Systems

Operators were trained by using several
levels of Training Manuals (TM's) to
operated the machine via operating
manuals. The TM's explained and justified
the principles that operators must follow
in the Operating Manuals (OM's), and
deviate only with appropriate
authorization. Although good in theory,
often there was missing or conflicting
information. Often the TM's did not
reflect the OM information, and were not
kept up to date. Many situations were not
covered in either document.

The training manuals were poorly written,
making information transfer even more
difficult.

As a result, much of the training was
done via 'oral tradition' or individual
beliefs held by senior operators as to
status of systems. Often based on faulty
information or misunderstanding, these
legends developed a life of their own
independent of the station
documentation. This process was a major

impediment in the pursuit of operator
excellence.

Many standards and expectations were
implied. Not formally documented,
individual interpretations led to haphazard
interpretation and execution.

Requirements for Operators

The goal of any operator performance
program can be stated simply:

Ensure the system is operated safely and
correctly, and correct responses are made
to fault conditions.

Excellence in operator performance is
achieved when this standard is defined,
and always met.

Taking these very general statements and
converting them to usable daily directions
is where the circle of excellence comes
in. The circle generates standards and
expectations which cover both the
philosophy and direct operation of the
job, as no set of written instructions can
cover all issues.

Circle of Excellence

The unified approach to operator
excellence is best described in the model
described in Figure 1.
The circle model conveys several
important concepts:

The movement is continuous and self
renewing. As individuals enter into the
circle, their actions and experiences are a
building block for the next step.

The circle is an iterative process,
adaptable to the real world, where
'perfection' is a moving and changing
definition.

The circle has mechanisms for defining a
direction, determining how far off from
that direction you are going, and it has
tools to get you back on track. Since the
redefinition phase repeats, the circle
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analogy allows for changes in direction as
the work environment changes.

Initial Selection:

Initial selection of candidates is based on
corporate hiring practices, which provides
assurance of a reasonable level of
capability. Movement into Fuel Handling is
mostly on a volunteer basis, which is the
first step in having a positive motivation
towards job excellence.

Initial Training

Initial training (level IV) at DNGS starts
with a common stream for all operators.
Courses cover the full range of station
systems and both radiological and
conventional safety.

Fuel Handling Specific Training

Following completion of generalist
operator training, candidates may wish to
enter into the F/H department. This set of
training is performed in the following
order:

Field Training: Operators are trained in all
the field equipment, with a'combination
of classroom and on the job training.
Expectations are that they will obtain a
clear understanding of all F/H field
equipment by the time the are fully
qualified.

Main Panel Operator (MPO):The MPO
level of training begins where the field
studies stop. Candidates are introduced to
the control panels and control systems.
Training concentrates on explaining the
'why' as much as the 'what' of control
system operation. Candidates are
examined to ensure they have an in-
depth knowledge of fuel handling from a
panel perspective. Mastery of this
package allows candidates to be co-
pilots.

Copiloting

Copiloting is the transition phase where
individuals combine knowledge based

training with actual operational
experience. They are allowed to perform
OM procedures under the direct
supervision of a qualified panel operator.
This allows them to gain experience in a
limited risk situation..

After the specified period of co-piloting, a
final interview concentrates on Operating
Principals and Procedures (OP&P's), and
the Recommended Operating Practices
(ROP's). These emphasize the operating
philosophy as much as the logic.
Operators at this level have the additional
responsibility of dealing more with
interfacing work groups, i.e. maintenance,
Authorized Nuclear Operators (ANO's)
who operate the reactor units.

Experience

Experience is the gist of the mill in the
pursuit of excellence. Operators, like most
of us, learn a great deal through properly
structured experience, in both the copilot
and operational phases. Experience
generates the problems which measure
the successes and failures of the process.
Properly recorded, experience helps point
the direction to excellence.

Standards and Expectations:

Standards and Expectations are key to
the pursuit of operator excellence.
Individuals will not strive for excellence if
they do not know what excellence is.

Standards are measurable goals against
which performance of specific actions are
measured. Expectations are the
requirement that certain actions be
performed or attitudes be upheld.

The standards and expectations
documents are the base of the pursuit of
excellence.

- Standards and expectations define the
current definitions of excellence, or the
manner in which it may be approached.

-By comparing standards and
expectations against a new goal, or
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challenge, it measures the amount of
change required to move to the new
direction.

- Standards and expectations define the
requirements of tools to get to the level
of required excellence.

Expectations come from the stakeholders
in the performance process, customers,
and the group themselves. They includes
technical and maintenance groups, the
operations coordinator, and the operators.

Generation of Expectations

A major thrust at DNGD in the last year
has been to formalize standards and
expectations.

DNGD has taken the tack that there must
be 'buy in' for expectations to be adopted
generally and upheld. The first stage is for
management to provide the expectation
that the F/H system will be operated with
a high degree of professionalism.
'Performance Objectives and Criteria'
provide a starting point. The next step is
to have operators accept that having
published expectations is a valuable tool
to achieving the first, agreed upon
expectation.

The fact that operators provide many of
their own performance standards is a
measure of the buy-in they already have.
Operators (as with other work families)
recognize any tool that helps them
achieve excellence is in their own self
interest. No one wants to initiate or
worsen a caper.

The generation of 2nd level expectations
was done in a cooperative environment to
maximize buy-in.

Expectations were fleshed out by field
staff, and given concrete form that was
meaningful in the work environment. As
an example, A housekeeping standard by
itself is open to interpretation, as two
people may have two different views of
acceptability. A concrete interpretation of
that general standard came from a field

operator: "all fuel pallets must be stacked
in the north end of the fuel area".

Vigilance

The lessons learned by experience are
only retrieved through vigilance. The skill,
or expectation is hard to cultivate, and
easy to loose. Issues such as a positive
attitude for incident reporting, perceived
positive effects of previous reports, must
be addressed to have an effect vigilance
program. A vigilance program is often
made more effective by the use of a
reporting system:

Fuel Handling Incident Report (FHIR) and
Technical Section Input

To aid in the process of vigilance,
Darlington NGD has incorporated a FHIR
data base, with the Significant Event
Report (SER) database. FHIRs have a
format similar to SER's, but with
circulation limited to the F/H family. F/H
personnel enter depersonalized reports of
incidents that may affect F/H, but are not
classified as SER's. FHIR's are reviewed
by operating maintenance and technical
section and action items are generated.
Regularly, the action items are reviewed
for completion and are closed out when
complete.

FHIRs perform several functions: 1) they
may indicate short coming in the OM's or
TM's, 2) they may indicate a good
response to an incident that should be
communicated to the operator group; 3)
They may illustrate a new hazard that is
not clearly understood; 4) they may
document an ongoing problem that needs
attention from another work group.

Followup actions of FHIR's often involve
the Technical Support Unit, and/or design.
FHIRs help those groups focus on issues
important to the operator group.

Internal Peer Capability:

Another important player in directing the
pursuit of excellence is an Internal Peer
capability. On an ongoing basis, this
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process asks people, "Are we going in the
right direction and are we near where we
want to be?". Examples of internal peer
tools are questionnaires and specially
trained people who compare standards
and expectations documents with day to
day operating experience.

Training and Operating Documentation
Updates

The results of FHIR's, and Internal Peer
Audits must be used to ensure training
and operating documents reflect the
pursuit. Documentation that is out of date
brings the whole system into disrepute,
and reduces the by-in for the rest of the
process. Updating of the documentation
demonstrates to the operator family that
their needs are important, and that the
job is important, besides the obvious
attributes of having correct procedures
and information.

Motivational Tools

There are various tools available to shape
the performance of the operator family.
Many have been tried and found wanting.
The secret of successful use is a
combination of how the tool itself is
formed, along with its use.

Tools for the pursuit of excellence are
often straight forward. If a standard
requires that a certain action be
performed safely, a tool will be an
authorized procedure to perform that
function. Operating manuals, training
manuals are tools to reach a standard of
system knowledge.

Job expectation guides both inform and
measure against the current definition of
excellence, as embodied in the document.

The model of the pursuit of excellence in
itself is a tool, used to visualize the
process.

A second key tool of motivation is
respect. Members of the F/H family must
respect each other, and the contributions
they bring to the table. Each job group

must realize the important contribution
the others make to the overall goal of
F/H.
Respect (buy-in)

Respect must infiltrate every element of
the model for it to be effective:

Operators must respect the aims of the
program, the tools that are provided, and
the trainers, and standard providers.

The standard givers and trainers must
provide tools the operators can respect,
and must respect the operators ideas and
opinions. Respect and disrespect are
shown in many different ways. One of
the most important aspects in this model,
is appreciating and considering other
peoples points of view, and not discarding
them simply based on the source. It is
important to recognize that each group in
this circle brings different talents to the
table, and there is no one group that has
monopoly on them all.

Job Performance Measures

Job Performance Measures (JPM's)
provide an important tool to measure
quality of the physical actions of an
operator. The JPM instructs the operator
to perform a certain sequence of
operations, using the real equipment. This
allows the operator to form a kinetic
(body image) memory of the action,
increasing the chance of correct operation
in the time of need.

Refresher Training

Refresher training provides a means of the
operators meeting expectations on an
ongoing basis. Refresher training
reinforces components of the job
expectations that are not normally
performed as a part of day to day duties.

Key aspects of refresher training are:

Selection of Training Topics

The FHIR data base helps in the selection
of training topics. New hazards,
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challenges, or changes covered since the
last session are easily detected and
covered. Topics will be relevant as they
have already happened.

Refresh rate

The refresh rate is affected by the
complexity of the covered material and
the rate of use in the field, and the
projected use of the information.

As an example, refresh training on
maintenance equipment used during
outages should be provided, and provided
just before use during the outage.

Procedures seldom used, i.e. power
transfer procedures, should have a higher
refresh rate than a procedure that is used
every fuelling push.

Fitting in Shift Cycle

Since the customers for the training are
usually on shift, multiple editions of the
training should be considered.

Problem Reporting and Feedback

Trainers must be responsive to' course
feedback. While it will not be possible to
please everyone, feedback can provide
important considerations for course
design.
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